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SPECIALS IN EFFECT FROM THURSDAY TO CLOSING SUNDAY, MARCH 26
Hours: Mon. ~ Fri. 8:00-8:00 | Sat. 8:00-6:00 ~ Sun. 9:00-6:00

CHEESE
PLEASE!

A tin can of maple syrup is perhaps the most quintessentially Canadian food.
At the store it's a key ingredient that we use en masse in both our bakery and
kitchen, substituting it for sugar or corn syrup as much as possible. We actually
have to order it by the pallet from our friends at Fortune Farms, our producer
of choice located in Almonte, Ontario (southwest of Ottawa). Once a year
when the sap starts running we like to feature all our maple products, paying
homage to a national tradition that we are proud to be a part of. Enjoy!

This is cured just the same as our regular side
bacon but with a touch of maple sugar in the
cure. Is there a better combination than sweet
and salty? I’ll let you be the judge. Reg. $8.95/lb

Now that the snow has receded and revealed your long-
forgotten BBQ, we’ll be making these
in our larger casing for you to grill up.
Mildly sweet with an enjoyable tartness
from the cranberry. Reg. $6.99/lb

We’ll be making up our magnificent Maple Ham Croissant
this weekend. This is one of our regular sandwiches. We load
up our homemade Maple Sugar Ham with a
Maple Smoked Cheddar and sliced Granny
Smith Apple dressed with a Maple Aioli on
our fresh all-butter croissants.
Also you can’t miss our Maple Latte. We take our maple
syrup and slowly reduce it with whole vanilla beans and
cinnamon sticks. A luxuriously
guilty pleasure indeed!

Maple Pecan Muffins – maple syrup and
crumbled pecans are folded into the batter,
topped with a maple icing. Sign me up!
$2.59 each
Maple Banana Cake – moist, fluffy banana
cake layered with maple buttercream, garnished
with candied pecans. This is best enjoyed served
at room temperature for both taste and texture.
Sm. $17.99, Lrg. $25.99
Maple Pecan Apple Pie – These are made with
freshly-sliced apples seasoned with maple syrup
and crushed pecans. The topping will be a pecan-
streusel. Pies will be available either baked or
ready-to-bake, and I think that the aroma from
the latter will be amazing! $14.99 each
Maple Pecan Shortbread – What’s better than
our amazing all butter shortbread? Our amazing
all butter shortbread with the addition of maple
syrup and pecans! $9.99/320g container

ALL 25% OFF

We’ll have two cheeses on special, both of which
are smoked cheddars. The first is the Bothwell
Maple Smoked Cheddar. This is one of my
favourites, it’s aged for two years but has the
complexity and sharpness of a more mature
cheese. We’ll also have Balderson Smoked
White Cheddar. Both cheeses
would make the most amazing
Mac and Cheese ever…just
saying. Both $4.99/100g

We’ll start with our Maple Walnut Quinoa Salad. This is a new recipe that Kulam has drummed up that
I’m excited to try. We use quinoa, diced onions and peppers with toasted walnuts and chickpeas in a maple
vinaigrette. Reg. $2.99/100g
Next up, we’ll have a Maple Sweet Potato Soup. This is one of my long time faves, not too creamy, just the
right hint of sweetness – a definite feel good soup! Reg. $8.99/900ml
Next, we’ll have our Maple Lime Salmon. Our famous Jail Island Salmon glazed with an amazing sweet and
sour sauce is to die for! Reg. $5.99/100g
We’ll have a relatively new product, our Turkey Chili. This is loaded with corn, peas, peppers and a bevy of
beans. A light alternative to a hearty classic. Reg. $7.99/4’x5’ container
Our Sous Vide of the Week will be Beef Tenderloin in a Green Peppercorn Sauce. Pop this vac-packed morsel
of deliciousness into boiling water for 10 minutes, cut it open and serve; it’s that simple!
Reg. $7.99/100g
Lastly, we’ll have a Maple Walnut Vinaigrette. This is exceptionally delicious in a salad
with roasted vegetables, think carrots, parsnips, yam… Reg. $5.99/250ml
Our pizza feature this week will be a new one for us. Maple Chicken, Fig and
Goat Cheese.

We’ll have Mexican grass
this week and not the
type you might find on a
‘bad hombre’ south of the
border. Jokes aside, this
crop has been fantastic
and should tide us over for
the next few weeks until
local crop
is available.
Featured at

From our frozen section, we’ll have two items – the first being
our most excellent Beef and Barley Soup, made with from-scratch
beef stock and loaded with rich brisket meat. ($8.99/900ml) The
second will be our Chicken Curry. I am a massive
lover of Indian food and I love the large juicy
chunks of chicken in this mild curry. Serve over
rice and gobble immediately. ($20.99/8’x5’ foil)

Mariella has stocked our shelves with some maple magic. It wouldn’t really be
much of a maple week if we didn’t feature our private label Maple Syrup. We
source this from the aforementioned Fortune Farms and it is of the highest
quality. It’s been our go-to for years and years. Reg. $18.99/500ml
Next we’ll have homemade Maple Cookies from a family farm in Quebec.
Maple sugar cookies in the shape of a maple leaf with maple icing…need I say
more? Reg. $5.99/400g box
Also from said family farm, they make a delicious Maple Tea. It’s Ceylon tea
made with maple syrup. Certainly a lighter option than just drinking maple
syrup straight out of the bottle! Reg. $5.99/box
One look at our bakery this weekend and you’ll see that maple syrup and
nuts are a match made in heaven. So we’ll feature three different types of nuts
for you to snack on. We’ll have Maple Pecans, Maple Almonds (both Reg.
$5.99/200g bag) and Maple Peanuts (Reg. $3.99/200g bag)
Lastly from our friends at Muskoka Roastery, we’ll have their bags of Maple
Coffee. Sweet, bold and a lovely brew to wake up to! Reg. $17.99/bag

ALL 25% OFF

These are our boneless chicken breasts that have been marinated
in our maple-mustard dressing. These can be grilled on the Q, or
oven-roasted. There is good reason that this is our best-selling
marinade, as it’s totally sublime! Reg. 12.49/lb

These Chilean gems have been
outstanding the last two weeks…
they are pinkish in colour with a
floral sweetness.
They go down like
candy. Featured at

We’ll have Jumbo Shrimp available from our fish counter
this week. These come 8-10 to a
pound, which is a colossal size that
you’ll be able to prepare in a myriad of
ways. Previously frozen. Featured at

As much as I love springtime and
warm weather, the one thing I miss
is the amazing citrus we get from
California. I’ve brought in a pallet
of some fantastic
40-count (really big
FYI) oranges for
one last hurrah!
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We'll have our delicious Maple Sugar Pork Chop at the deli. These are racks of pork that
we prepare in the same fashion as our famous Maple Sugar Ham. These are great for a tasty
dinner in a pinch or diced into an omelette. Reg $2.49/100g 25%
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A precursor of what's to come this spring,
we'll have 4.5" pots of begonias in an array of
spectacular colours. I would re-plant a few of
these at home in a larger pot and given a shady
spot and moderate love with the
watering can, you'll have these
for a year.
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